Anomaly detection systems can dstect unknown attacks, but they have a high false alarm rate. This article introduces our prototype that uses statistical analysis and support vector machine classifier to detect complicated attacks. We research the sampling methods of statistical analysis techniques, and propose a new statistical model named Smooth K-Windows. An improved support vector machine classifier that has higher accuracyis proposed after analyzing the reason why support vector machine makes misclassifications. The experimental results show that the prototype system 'can detect complicated attacks in which the attackers stash their behavior by changing it gradually.
Introduction
Intrusion detection techniques can be categorized into misuse detection and anomaly detection [l] . Misuse detection systems find intrusions by matching sample data to known intrusive patterns. Anomaly detection systems find intrusion by analyzing the deviation from normal activities profiles that are retrieved from historical data. Anomaly detection technique can detect unknown intrusion, and this advantage makes it become one of the research hotspots of intrusion detection field [2] . However, it is difficult to decrease the false alarm rate, and to make a proper trade-off -between detection performance and detection efficiency of anomaly detection systems. Besides the system thresholds that are difficult to be determined, the crucial cause of a high false positive rate is that the normal activities of users or systems are complicated, and are not unchanged. The main reason of a high false negative rate is in that the attacking methods adopted by experienced intruders are more and more intricate, and the attacking activities are more and more covert. For example, attackers may conceal their behavior by changing it gradually.
Statistical analysis techniques are widely used in anomaly detection [3] . Compared with machine learning methods, statistical analysis techniques have an advantage that they can run in real time without offline learning and relearning from training data, but its detection performance is not good enough. Because the act& statistical distributions are difficult to be established and calculated, many traditional statistical analysis techniques adopt some approximate processes that are quite rough sometimes. For example, it is simply hypothesized that random variables are submitted to Normal Distribution, etc.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are new universal machine learning methods based on statistical learning theory proposed by Vapnic and co-workers [4] . Applying SVM classifier to intrusion detection has some advantages, such as high speed, scalability, etc. There are, however, some inherent difficulties in SVM. One example is that it is liable to be disturbed by noise data near 'the separating hyperplane. The second case is that the degree of its classification accuracy is not high enough while dealing with complicated questions.
We construct a prototype of anomaly networks intrusion detection system using statistical analysis and SVM classification. Our system aims at detecting complicated attacks that are well disguised. We regearch how improper sampling methods injure detection performance in statistical analysis techniques. Based on half-live windows of NIEDS [5] and layer windows of HIDE [6] , we bring forth a new statistical model namedSmooth K-Windows, which is used to describe an8 trace the users' behavior both in the short term and in the long term. Based on the analysis of misclassifications made by SVM classifier, we propose an improved SVM classifier that is combined with the k nearest neighbor (k"), and give an algorithm named BSKSVM accordingly. The experimental results show that our system can detect complicated attacks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze sampling methods of statistical analysis techniques. Section 3 gives Smooth K-Windows in detail. Section 4 simply introduces SVM and k", and analyzes their characteristics. In section 5, we present an ameliorated algorithm named BDKSVM, which has high accuracy. Section 6 outlines the architecture of our system. The experimental results using our prototype are shown in section 7. Section 8 summarizes the paper and gives an image of future work.
. Sampling methods in statistical analysis
The first step to apply statistical analysis to anomaly detection is the sampling. The analyzed objects in intrusion detection are usually audit events that are retrieved from original and have been converted into proper formats. Each event has its own duration varying from a short time to a long time. When sampling, it must be taken into account that improper sampling intervals will make mistakes. Sampling interval is also called sampling window.
There are particular cases when compare event lifetime with sampling window: a. Event duration is much shorter than sampling window.
b. Event duration is far longer than sampling window.
c. Event duration is as long as sampling window.
In the fmt two cases, anomaly events will escape detection. In the third case, if an anomaly event does not glide through the sampling window in a smooth way, it may not be detected. We will illustrate this by several In Fig. 1, T1 is short sampling window, and T2 is long one. Event frequency can be calculated from the area of the shadow region. The horizontal dashed lines correspond to system thresholds.
In Fig. 1-a, there is an anomaly event with short duration appearing in the short window T1, and its frequency exceeds the threshold, so it is recognized. If a long window T2 is adopted in Fig.1-b , because of "average effect", the anomaly event will escape detection. In Fig. I -c, duration of the event is long, and a long window T2 is adopted. The frequency goes beyond the threshold, so it can be detected. If a short window T1 is used in Fig.ld , then within a long time T2 compared with T1, the user's behavior has no obvious change, so the threshold will be adjusted by statistical analysis engine, then the anomaly event will be regarded as normal activity by mistake.
In Fig. 1-e to Fig. 1 -h, the event duration is as much as sampling window T. However, in the three former figures, the frequency is lower than the threshold, so the anomaly event cannot be found out. In Fig. 1 -h, the anomaly event appears properly in the sampling window, so it will be detected.
From the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusions: 0 There must be lot of sampling windows to deal with anomaly events with different durations; otherwise anomaly events cannot be detected. 0 Events must pass the sampling window smoothly; otherwise anomaly events may evade detection.
Smooth K-Window statistical model

Half-life windows model
A weighting method is used in NIDES when computing the historical frequency distribution for statistic Q according to the following formula (1)
where b is the decay rate that corresponds to a half-life window of the data used to estimate the frequency P,,,,k. It means that the weighted coefficient is 0.5 after half-life has elapsed. For the intensity measures, the half-life is recommended to be 10 seconds, 30 seconds, or 60 seconds.
For other types of measures, a 30-day half-life is recommended in NIDES 151. window layer 1. The stored events will be analyzed with statistical processors, and the results are fed into a neural network classifier to make a further analysis. The event buffer will be emptied once it becomes full, and the stored events will be averaged and forwarded to the event buffer of layer 2. This process will be repeated recursively until the top level is reached
layer-window model
K-window model
There are several defects in half-life window model. First, the value of the decay rate b is difficult to be defined. Secondly, events with different durations only appear in several fixed windows, so anomaly events are difficult to be found out. The system must store all of historical statistical summaries, so it occupies huge memory spaces. The layer-window model also has some shortcomings. One case is that the ratio of two neighboring windows equals the event buffer's length that is usually quite long, and there may be no suitable window for some events. Furthermore, the events do not pass the time windows in a smooth way.
This article brings forward a smooth K-window statistical model 6n which the former questions can be solved well. K-window, shown in Fig. 2 , is similar to layer-window but with major modifications. K-window is also multilayer, and its detail is as following:
... ... That is to say, z'j is the average of Ki continuous basic events. The events that leave the event buffers will simply be dropped. K-window model have some advantages. First, it monitors network traffic with different time windows. Each anomaly event will appear in a certain window comparable with its duration. Secondly, unlike layer-window model, K-window model is not nested. Each abstract event on higher layers is calculated directly from basic events. All events will pass corresponding time window smoothly. Further more, except the event buffer of Iayer 1, other buffers are virtual, and need no extra memory space.
Brief introduction of SVM and k"
SVM
Given a training set (xi,yi), i=l, ..., n, XE Rd, YE {+1, . 
k SV That is the so-called SVM classifier.
IC"
the sample set.
The basic events z'j will be stored in the event buffer of layer one by one.
That stored i? the event buffers of other layers are abstract events z'j that are calculated according to the following formula:
The algorithm idea of k" classifier is as follows: Taking all samples of the data set as "representative points"
[8], the lr" Classifier CdCUlateS the distances from the test sample X to all the samples given, and finds k nearest neighbors of x among them. Then the class label of x is followed from the label of a certain class that the most nearest neighbors belong to. So the k" classifier uses the information of all training samples to make discriminations.
An improved S V M classifier
The Reasons why SVM makes Misclassification
The essential idea of the SVM classification is as following: The samples near the separating hyperplane play prominent roles in the classification. The support vectors, which are chosen as the representative points of the two classes and "support" the optimal hyperplane, are determined through maximizing the margin of .the two classes, so the VC dimension of the indicator functions set { sgn(w. x+b)} is reduced. falling between L and Lo.
The reason why SVM makes mistakes is that the support vectors, which are chosen as representative points, occupy little portion of the training set, and the information of the most samples far from the hyperplane is ignored.
BDKSVM Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 3 and b a r e misclassified. Therefore, we give an improved S V M classification algorithm named BDKSVM that absorbs the merits of the k" classifier. The BDKSVM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 classifier requires k nearest neighbors to be close to the test sample, the value of k is set to be the number of the support vectors. As the training set is finite, a version of the k" classifier based on the best distance measurement is used. Concretely, let p be a constant, the pk nearest neighbors are found firstly based on general distance definition, and then k nearest neighbors are determined among them with the following distance definition [8]:
where xL is a sample near the sample x, v l=M+(x )-M(x), the number of the positive samples on the vicinal area of x, and N is the number of whole samples on the vicinal area of x. The added computing time is acceptable, for the test samples fallen between Ll'and Lz are the minority of the test set. . (Fig. 6 ), which is a typical binary classification question on pattern recognition. The Bootstrap Method is used and expatiated as follows: Selecting randomly n times for n samples, the selected samples are taken as training set and the rest are taken as test set. We repeat each test 30 times, and take the average value of the data. Table 1 . Table 1 indicates that using BDKSVM algorithm can improve the classification accuracy obviously. The more circle number is, the bigger the improved extent is. This can be verified by the accuracy comparison between the 
System architecture
Testing the detection capability of the system
We used tcpdump to capture data from a secured
subnet .of the campus network of Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The subnet is isolated from outer network by a frrewall that is strictly configured. First, we collected four weeks network data as training data, to get the statistical profiles of normal events, and to train the SVM classifier. Then we collected two weeks data as test data that were inserted with some simulated attacking data. We used some tools to launch simulated attacks. In addition, we wrote a scan tool with various scan speeds. At 'the beginning, the scan speed was quite low, and was increased bit by bit. So it can be considered as a covert attack. The ROC curve is shown in Fig. 7 . It shows that our system has powerful detection capability, and can detect complicated attacks. 
Conclusions and Future Works
This article analyzes the sampling method of the statistical analysis technique. The improper sampling method will impair the detection capability of statistical analysis engines. Based on the half-life time windows model and layer-window model, we bring forth a new statistical model named Smooth K-Window, which is used to describe and trace the users' behavior both in the short term and in the long term. After analyzing the reason why SVM is apt to make misclassification when test samples are near the optimal hyperplane, we propose an ameliorated version of SVM classifier, which is combined with k" classifier and has higher classification accuracy. Both statistical analysis and SVM classifier are adopted in our prototype that aims at detecting complicated attacks. The experimental results show that our system has powerful detection capability, and can detect covert attacks that are well disguised.
Future works include several aspects. In order to reduce computing time, we will research on how to choose some proper values of K in the K-window model by using the genetic algorithm. We will research into other approximate processes that injure the detection capability of statistical analysis technique. We will study the SVM classification further more to make the BDKSVM algorithm have strong scalability.
